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Tk1,000cr refinancing fund introduced for export-oriented industries

The Bangladesh Bank has introduced a refinancing fund amounting to Tk1,000 crore for the modernisation and

technological development of export-oriented industries, in an effort to increase their competitive advantages.

Technological development and modernisation is required to increase eco-friendly production processes, increase

energy efficiency, improve working environment and increase production, said a circular issued by the central

bank's sustainable finance department on Sunday. Loans under the refinancing scheme will be provided for this

purpose in 11 sectors, including production, energy saving, waste, air, water and heat management, work

environment, human resource development and management, and accounting, purchasing, sales and security

management. Only machinery can be procured with loans from the fund. This money cannot be spent on repairs,

maintenance costs, and project consultancy costs or as working capital. The Bangladesh Bank will provide the

revolving fund, meaning money availability will be maintained till the scheme deadline, which is 3 to 10 years. 
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/trade/tk1000cr-refinancing-fund-introduced-export-oriented-industries-187336

প্রধানমন্ত্রীর অনুমমাদন: ২ হাজার ৭০০ ক াটি টা ার নতুন দুই প্রম াদনা প্যাম জ

কর োনো মহোমো ী  প্রভোব মমোকোরবলোয় মেরে  কু  ু টি , ক্ষ দ্র ও মোঝোর  রেল্প খোরে গরে সঞ্চো , গ্রোমীণ প্রোরিক জনরগোষ্ঠী  জীবনমোন উন্নয়ন এবং অরেের দ্র বয়স্ক ও রবধবো

মে  জনয সোমোরজক রন োপত্তো কমমসূরি সম্প্রসো রণ  লরক্ষয প্রধোনমন্ত্রী নে ন দুটি প্ররণোেনো কমমসূরি অন রমোেন কর রেন। কমমসূরি দুটিরে মমোট ব োদ্দ ২ হোজো  ৭০০ মকোটি টো

কো। দ্রুেই এ পযোরকজ বোস্তবোয়ন ক ো হরব।অর্ম মন্ত্রণোলয় সূরে জোনো মগরে, নে ন অন রমোরেে প্রর্ম পযোরকজটি  আকো  ১ হোজো  ৫০০ মকোটি টোকো। এ পযোরকরজ  আওেো

য় ক্ষ দ্র, কুটি  ও মোঝোর  রেল্প খোে এবং নো ী উরেযোক্তোরে  জনয গৃহীে কোর্মক্রম সম্প্রসো রণ  লরক্ষয রেনটি প্ররেষ্ঠোনরক রবরভন্ন মময়োরে অর্ম প্রেোন ক ো হরব। এ  মরধয ক্ষ 

দ্র ও মোঝোর  রেল্প (এসএমই) ফোউরেেনরক ৩০০ মকোটি টোকো, বোংলোরেে ক্ষ দ্র ও কুটি  রেল্প সংস্থোরক (রবরসক) ১০০ মকোটি টোকো ও জরয়েো ফোউরেেনরক ৫০ মকোটি টো

কো মেয়ো হরব।এেোড়ো প্রোরিক জনরগোষ্ঠী  জীবনমোন উন্নয়রন রবরভন্ন কোর্মক্রম গ্রহণ ক রে এনরজও ফোউরেেনরক ৫০ মকোটি টোকো, মসোসযোল মেরভলপরমন্ট ফোউরেেনরক

 ৩০০ মকোটি টোকো, পল্লী েোর দ্রয রবরমোিন ফোউরেেনরক ৩০০ মকোটি টোকো, ক্ষ দ্র কৃষক উন্নয়ন ফোউরেেনরক ১০০ মকোটি টোকো ও বোংলোরেে পল্লী উন্নয়ন মবোেম রক ৩০০ 

মকোটি টোকো প্রেোন ক ো হরব। অন রমোরেে রিেীয় পযোরকরজ  আওেোয় ১ হোজো  ২০০ মকোটি টোকো বযরয় আগোমী ২০২১২২ অর্মবের  মেরে  ১৫০টি উপরজলোয় ের দ্র সব ব

য়স্ক এবং রবধবো ও স্বোমী পর েযক্তো 

https://bit.ly/38SrlyG
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BB buys record $5.49b to keep taka stable

The central bank purchased greenback worth a record $5.49 billion in the first half of the current fiscal year to

keep stable the exchange rate of the local currency. The previous highest was recorded in 2013-14 when the

Bangladesh Bank bought $5.15 billion from local banks. The central bank was forced to smash all previous records

of dollar purchase in just six months in the wake of higher flow of remittance and lower imports caused by the

economic slowdown brought on by the coronavirus pandemic. Although the dollar purchase is helping the export

sector and swelling the foreign exchange reserve, the buying spree has flooded the financial sector with excess

liquidity. But lower credit demand from borrowers amid the slowdown in business has put an adverse impact on

the cost of funds for banks as liquidity has largely remained idle.

Big companies fly as small ones find it hard to stay afloat

A pandemic does not distinguish between big and small enterprises. It wreaks havoc on all of them, but they are

not equally equipped to absorb the financial shocks. This feels obvious as one looks into how some companies in

Bangladesh could turn around to register a growth amid the ongoing global Covid-19 contagion, whereas others –

stuck in the murky present – see a bleak future. An analysis of last year's business operations shows that top

companies in big industries, including pharmaceuticals, housing, construction and plastic, have already begun

making profits, overcoming the initial hiccups caused by Covid-19. A lot of them have not only gained back its pre-

Covid production capacity but also have put in new investments.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/big-companies-fly-small-ones-find-it-hard-stay-afloat-187330
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The interest rate spread increased slightly in November 2020, as the banks slashed their deposit rates more than

the lending ones, bankers have said. The interest on deposit decreased at comparatively higher rates than that on

credit in November, as the banks collected deposits at lower rates because of availability of funds in the market,

they added. The weighted average spread between the lending and the deposit rates offered by the commercial

banks rose to 2.98 per cent in November from 2.94 per cent a month ago. It was 4.07 per cent in March. The

bankers also predicted that the interest rates on fresh deposit might fall further in the coming months, if the

upward trend of excess liquidity in the banking system continues.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/interest-spread-up-slightly-in-nov-1610904959

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bb-buys-record-549b-keep-taka-stable-2029681

Interest spread up slightly in Nov: Banks' excess liquidity hits record Tk 2 trillion
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Textiles weaving vaccine hopes into recovery

Listed textile companies in the country failed to do good business in the last fiscal year as apparel exports dropped

because of the Covid-19 pandemic, but vaccine hopes have now made them optimistic that they will recover from

losses.   The second wave of Covid-19 is going on in different countries of the world. Despite the decline in sales

and revenues caused by the second wave, textile companies are hopeful that they will recover. As per Dhaka Stock

Exchange (DSE) data and disclosures of the listed firms, they have seen a slight recovery while many of them hope

to earn profits. DSE data show 56 textile companies are listed on the stock market. At the end of FY20, 19

companies incurred losses and 28 made profits as their sales revenue of the first nine months was good. Though

FY20 ended more than six months ago, nine listed companies have not yet published their annual data.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/energypac-begin-share-trading-19-january-187315

https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/textiles-weaving-vaccine-hopes-recovery-187333

Energypac to begin share trading from 19 January

Energypac Power Generation Ltd will start trading its shares on both the stock exchanges from 19 January

(Tuesday) under the 'N' category. Meanwhile, the company's shares were credited to respective beneficiary

owners' accounts on 17 January. Energypac Power held an initial public offering (IPO) lottery on 3 January 2021 to

allocate its shares to general investors. The applications for the company's shares had been oversubscribed by

10.76 times against the public offering of nearly 2.15 crore shares. Following institutional investors' bidding, the

company secured the cut-off price of its primary shares at Tk35 per share. But the general public got a 10%

discount on the cut-off price, as suggested by the book-building method of IPOs. Energypac will invest its total IPO

fund of Tk150 crore mainly to expand its liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) business.

Monday, January 18, 2021

BSEC to sign market-dev deal with LSE

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission may sign an agreement with the London Stock Exchange to

improve the country’s capital market and pull foreign investments to the market. The commission made the move

in a meeting with British high commissioner Robert Chatterton Dickson during the envoy’s visit to the commission

on Sunday, BSEC officials said. They said that the envoy discussed strengthening the Bangladesh stock market

through collaboration with the LSE. BSEC chairman Shibli Rubayat-Ul-Islam told New Age that the British high

commissioner met the BSEC top brass to establish collaboration between the Bangladesh stock market and the

LSE. He said that the agreement might raise the standards of the country’s capital market to the international

standards. Shibli also said that the BSEC might draw attention of foreign investors to the market through the deal

with the LSE.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/127502/bsec-to-sign-market-dev-deal-with-lse
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

14 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.81 3,951

13 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.86 3,753

12 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.02 3,203

11 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.08 3,029

10 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.01 3,277

07 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.21 2,702

06 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.27 2,557

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.8 84.8

EUR 103.1 103.1

GBP 115.6 115.7

AUD 65.6 65.6

JPY 0.82 0.82

CAD 66.8 66.8

SEK 10.15 10.16

SGD 63.9 63.9

CNH 13.1 13.1

INR 1.2 1.2

Exchange Rates


